
 
 

MEDUSA MANUAL /WARRANTY  
  
 

Thank you for purchasing a Medusa 
We are sure that by following the enclosed instructions you will enjoy years of joyous Chorustrem love.  

 
 
 
 

Controls 
Guise -   This three position rotary switch allows you to choose from either Chorus  

mode (fully c/clockwise), Tremolo mode (middle position) or Chorustrem mode (fully clockwise).  
 

Velocity - This controls the speed of the chorus pulse and tremolo rise and fall - both effects are synched   
to the one control.  

 
Iridescence – This control lets you determine the flavour of the chorus -  

fully counter clockwise for sweet and pristine - a very subtle, shimmery sound right through to 
fully clockwise which offers marshland super lo-fi, swamp chorus.  

 
Bathos - The depth control on the chorus - fully c/clockwise is the deepest - back it off for a more subtle sound  

 
Blend - The mix between clean signal and chorus signal can be adjusted by this control  

 
Magnitude - When in tremolo mode the magnitude knob adjusts the depth of the tremolo - the sweet spot is   

approximately half way, further counter clockwise and the trem gets squashed, further clockwise and   
    the trem disappears.  

 
Footswitch - this is true bypass, which means that when the pedal is not engaged there is no signal degradation or tone  

sucking - the pedal just becomes part of your guitar cable.  
 

L E D -  A glorious ruby red super brite LED, which pulses in time with the speed.  
 

Left Hand Side Top Socket - The Mono output - use this when you’re in a mono set-up - when in stereo it carries the wet 
signal.  

 
Left Hand Side Bottom Socket - Stereo output - by inserting a plug into this socket the unit automatically switches into 

stereo mode, the stereo output carries the dry signal and the mono output carries the wet. The unit can only function in stereo 
mode whilst in Chorus or Chorustrem mode - not tremolo mode. 

 
 Right Hand Side Top Socket - Input here please, yes.......  

 
Right Hand Side Bottom Socket - This is the expression pedal socket 

 
Power Adapter in - this must be a nine volt, D.C. regulated supply - We recommend the boss P.S.A. unit  

   with the barrel Positive. The Polarity Is Very Important  
 
 
 

Loving your Pedal  
Do.....Ensure that it always has a fresh battery. You'll know it's time to change because the Medusa will sound  
dull and/or distorted. When you hear this change the battery by removing the four screws in the back plate  

and gently removing the cover. Slide the old battery out and connect the new battery.  
Replace cover and you are back in glorious  

Chorustremland !  
 
 
 
 



 
Those of you with high output pickups may want to slide the little black switch on the circuit   

board, by the little round black thing, to the opposite position. This will pad your input slightly and avoid any overloading.  
Keep it clean - only use a soft dry cloth on your pedals finish - abrasives will ruin the paintwork and speed up the wear on the   

lettering. The lettering will wear off eventually, be prepared for this - ensure you have enough canned goods and fresh  
drinking water.  

Do Not Treat it rough - This includes; immersing it in beer or other liquids, throwing it at stuff or people, rewiring it,   
setting it on fire or using it as a weapon. It is a tough pedal but everything lasts a little longer with a little love.  

 
 
 

Red Witch Analog Limited Lifetime Warranty  
All electronics carry a lifetime warranty providing the owner purchases the pedal new and retains proof of purchase..  

All switches, jacks, potentiometers and other mechanical parts are warranted for one year after the date of purchase or  
 for four years when the owner returns the following information to warranty@redwitchanalogpedals.com  
Name of purchaser, Date of purchase, Location of purchase, your email address and pedal serial number.  

As well as an extension of your mechanical warranty you will be informed of new pedals and other guitar gizmos   
as we invent them!  

All external fixtures, finish, lettering and knobs are not warranted.  
Damage or failure of product due to misuse will void the warranty. All repairs must be made by Red Witch Analog only.  

Unauthorized repair/modification will result in your voiding your warranty - if it broke, let us fix him.  
  
    Don't Forget To Visit Us At;  

www.redwitchanalogpedals.com  
 Be sure to join our forum – we give away a free pedal every month – to a lucky forum member! 
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